Description of the Major:

Intelligence and National Security Studies is a multi-disciplinary program designed to prepare students for positions in security-related career fields that involve analysis, research, and evaluation and planning of intelligence and policy matters. The program emphasizes a strong liberal arts perspective to develop abilities in critical thinking, problem solving, communication and cross-cultural understanding.

The Student Experience:

• The only Intelligence and National Security Studies undergraduate program in the southeastern United States.
• A high-quality faculty with substantial practical experience in the United States Intelligence Community.
• Minors that complement the field of study in areas such as Middle Eastern Studies, Asian Studies, Latin American Studies, Global Studies, Geographic Information Systems (GIS), and Political Science.

Beyond the Classroom:

The new security environment, as well as the expansion of intelligence applications in areas like law enforcement and business, has expanded the number of opportunities for this field of study. Potential career fields include: Intelligence Analysis, Counter-Terrorism, Law Enforcement, Counter-Intelligence, Homeland Security, Corporate Security, Imagery and Geospatial Analysis.

Areas of Study:

• Understanding Other Cultures
• Homeland Security
• Introduction to World Politics
• Intelligence Operations
• Terrorism and Political Violence
• National Security Strategy
• Introduction to Intelligence Studies
• Intelligence Analysis
• Geospatial Intelligence

For More Information:

• Dr. Holley Tankersley, Department Chair, 843-349-2949 or htankers@coastal.edu
• Dr. Jon Smith, Coordinator of Intelligence and Security Studies, 843-349-6573 or jonsmith@coastal.edu
• Karen Williams, Administrative Specialist, 843-349-2621 or kwilliam@coastal.edu
• You can also find more information at: www.coastal.edu/politics/degreeprograms/intel